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Want to get better at Smash Bros?
From Elite Smasher and former Tournament Organizer Jonathan
&#x2018;Qualk&#x2019; Martin comes Smash Bros Ultimate: A Competitive Guide
to Help you Improve and Win. This book is exactly what you need to take your Smash
game to the next level. In it you will find:
&#x2022;A Step-by-step guide to picking a Main
&#x2022;How to practice effectively and forge muscle memory
&#x2022;A comprehensive list of advanced tech and how to master each one
&#x2022;How to prepare for and do well in tournaments
&#x2022;How to analyze your own matches to instantly improve
&#x2022;And much more!
There&#x2019;s no need to watch a thousand YouTube videos or pay hundreds of
dollars for coaching sessions. If you follow the strategies in this book you are
guaranteed to discover what you need to do to improve based on your specific
strengths and weaknesses!
Whether you want to win more tournaments, unlock Elite Smash, or just stomp your
friends mercilessly, this book has everything you need to know all in one place!
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